. Workflow diagram of repeat annotation (top) and gene prediction (bottom) pipelines. Description of packages and parameters plus references are provided in the Methods section. oceanicus, so we performed three 7 generations of crossing to enhance our 8 ability to map flatwing. Homozygous 9 normal-wing dams were obtained from a 10 laboratory population of the same species 11 originally derived from a population that 12 has never contained flatwing (dark blue 13 chromosomes). In the parental generation, 14 these normal-wing dams were crossed to 15 flatwing sires from Kauai (light grey 16 chromosome, with hypothetical flatwing 17 locus shaded in red). Dam genotypes 18
were undetectable at generation F2 due to 19 flatwing's sex-limited expression, so only 20 full-sib crosses for which the flatwing male 21 phenotype segregated in the subsequent 22 F3 generation were retained for 23 phenotyping and QTL mapping (solid 24 arrows). 25 Figure S3 . Histograms illustrating the identification of a CHC sample outlier. Sample B7, a normal-wing male, is indicated by the enlarged red dot in each plot. The sample was observed on visual inspection to deviate substantially from the distribution of principal component 1 scores for all other mapping individuals. Further inspection revealed this also to be the case in the majority of cases when the sample was assessed for each CHC peak individually. It was thus excluded from further analysis. S8. Genomic regions associated with different principal components describing male CHC profiles. Manhattan plot for LG1 (putative X chromosome) showing (A) the PC4-associated QTL, (B) PC6-associated QTL and (C) the flatwing QTL for comparison. The horizontal dashed lines indicate FDR-corrected significance threshold of P < 0.001, and the top 1% most significant flatwing-associated QTL markers are plotted in red in C. The light grey rectangle spans the genetic region in which flatwing-associated markers and CHC principal component-associated markers co-localize. The criterion for inclusion as a top candidate was that a gene had to receive support for association with the flatwing phenotype from at least two of the following four sources: QTL = portion of the gene was located within a 1 kb flanking region of a significantly-associated (FDR-corrected) marker in the flatwing QTL analysis Top1% = portion of the gene was located within a 1 kb flanking region of a SNP in the top 1% of significantlyassociated markers in the flatwing QTL analysis (Top1% candidates automatically received "QTL" support) BSA = portion of the gene was located within a 1 kb flanking region of a significantly-associated marker from the previously-published bulked segregant analysis of Kauai flatwing males 7 which was also anchored to LG1 DEG = gene was significantly differentially expressed between pure-breeding normal-wing genotypes and flatwing genotypes, in embryonic thoracic tissue (track iv of 
